
Lent 1 

The Season of Lent has begun. 

Now Lent is not a time of “bad news” that precedes the “good news” of Easter. It is a time of grace 

when the people of Christ reflect on their mortality and sin, as well as on the creative and re-creative 

power of God by which women and men are saved.  

Today important events associated with God’s activity and our humanity are recalled and rehearsed. 

There is the great myth of creation and humanity’s falling from grace – Adam and Eve there in the 

Garden of Eden, while at the same time Christ himself is found to be sinless – not succumbing to those 

very interesting temptations in the wilderness. All of this leads the apostle Paul to observe that the old 

Adam’s failure is redeemed by the new Adam’s grace. We now have new life!    

The key theme which holds such a broad understanding of the Christian faith is that we as human beings 

have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God! 

(Romans 3:23). Without that starting point, the Christian story of the cross is drained of its power, and 

just becomes a story of a good and gracious man who lived a radical life and taught profoundly.   

In modern, contemporary, secular Australia we, or at least many of our fellow citizens, are affronted at 

this thought that first of all us are sinners and secondly, in no way feel any need to be saved or 

redeemed in relation to God - if indeed God exists? In other words they are more than happy being a 

sinner. And if that was not enough, what do we make of serpents, and a couple of good folk romping 

through a garden and tempted to eat the fruit of a tree – called the knowledge of good and evil.    

We get the big issues at the start of Lent! But you can see why it is so important as we begin this story of 

the passion of Jesus and his cross. Otherwise all of that suffering of Christ just becomes sad and unjust, 

rather than it being the basis of our hope, and new life.   

So how do we understand sin, and our sinfulness?  

I would like to use the intriguing tale of a local Melbourne lad, who is probably the best known 

Australian in the world today. Who would that be? Julian Assange and his WikiLeaks. I wish to be totally 

speculative, and play with what is happening in this digital revolution, and this new world, and try and 

unpack what human sinfulness and God’s redemption might mean. So bear with me.  

But let us first go back to the Garden of Eden. The sinfulness of Eve and then Adam was that they 

believed that they were like God – they could eat of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and 

evil. They were autonomous – they were not creatures as such, or in any way dependent on God (or 

indeed any others) for understanding  right and wrong. Adam and Eve as autonomous individuals could 

determine their own destiny, their own life, and what was right and was not. At the outset 

individualism, perhaps a particular brand of morally superior individualism, triumphs. Dependency and 

inter-relatedness is pushed to one side. Wisdom is only to be found from within – and not in relation to 

others or in God, or in the  ground of our being (to use the phrase of Paul Tillich).     



 So what has been happening with the digital revolution and Julian Assange? Indeed Robert Manne, a 

political commentator a couple of years ago says “there are few original ideas in politics. In the creation 

of Wikileaks, Julian Assange was responsible for one.” ( March 2011 Monthly 29) I must say this was a 

fascinating article. Up until then I have always been of the view that computers and the digital world 

offer just better form of a machine, an improvement. There is nothing particularly qualitively or ethically 

different about them.  So once we had ink pens (or even a slate back in school) and then we got biros, 

typewriters, even electric golf ball typewriters, and then came along word processing:  a better way to 

move text around. Or a digital projector was a better than an overhead projector, which was better than 

butchers paper or a blackboard and chalk; or an email was better than a letter, or the internet news site 

was better than a newspaper; or perhaps even an iPad was better than a book and so on.  

But the reality is that the  digital age has now pushed boundaries on privacy, power, control and what 

you as an individual can do and be. 

Let us go back to Julian Assange. By all accounts he is brilliant – the ultimate nerd. He is a brilliant 

computer code writer – the instructions for these inert machines. In his youth he became fascinated by 

computing – and like a child who needs to pull something apart to see how it works, so did the young 

Julian. He became a hacker. Innocently he wanted to see what he could do, understand what for 

example, the US Department of Defence could do, and see if he could get through all of its firewalls. It 

was a challenge to conquer. So in the early 1990’s he skirted on the edges of the law, and at the time 

when he was caught, he was on the verge of a mental breakdown – but ironically he also assisted the 

police in catching pedophiles who used the internet.  

What was happening then illustrates how different how world has become. Assange wrote computer 

code that could get inside other computer code. Some are designed to be a virus – and destroy its host - 

but what if one could write code, a computer program which itself could not be cracked? Assange at this 

time, in the mid 1990’s wrote a program, that was known as deniable cryptography. This was meant to 

be used in the situation where a person is captured and tortured for passwords and access to their 

computer and all of their data – read money, information, power etc. This program was so designed that 

if a computer had the program it would be impossible for the torturers or their victims to know whether 

all the encrypted data on a computer had been revealed.  So in Assange’s mind he had eliminated 

torture. Interesting – but such subtlety would probably have been lost on a torturer. 

But you can see what is happening with our digital age. Assange became an enthusiastic member of the  

“free software movement” which aims to regulate communication in cyberspace by individuals writing 

software and not by say, the law of the land. Indeed he became what is known as a cypher punk.  . . a 

group of brilliant code writers (I am talking of university professor types here, not kids in the street) who 

believe that one can encrypt communication in such a way, that no one else can get inside it. In other 

words the totally private use of the internet.  

Robert Manne writes, 

“The core of the cypher punk  philosophy was the belief that the great question of politics in the 

age of the internet was whether the state would strangle individual freedom and privacy 



through its capacity for electronic surveillance or whether autonomous individual would 

eventually undermine and even destroy the state through their deployment of electronic 

weapons newly at hand.” (21) 

Autonomous individuals, through the internet, would be above detection, scope and reach of the law 

and the values of civil society.  At a political theory level you would have to call it anarchy. Indeed one of 

the cypher punks proposed a revolutionary idea called “assassination politics”. It sounds like a game – 

but with deadly consequences. Through encrypted communication you could contribute  towards a 

lottery fund for the assassination of a particular government official, or whoever. And no one would 

know? They could unlike in Orwell’s 1984, triumph over Big Brother.  

Now autonomous individuals unrelated to civil society and a broader community to me sounds like the 

Garden of Eden myth.  . . . and although it might be important that they triumph over Big Brother  there 

are profound  problems of just living in a world peopled by these “autonomous individuals”.  At a basic 

level we know what has happened with the internet and what people in the privacy of their own home/ 

or encrypted date can do. Study after study shows they download and use – pornography  (in all of its 

forms and guises), they tell fibs about themselves with others, and they anonymously pry into the lives 

of others and beg and extort money.  But more frighteningly Big Brother himself (the state and large 

corporations) have adopted the techniques of our cypher punks, and have ever increasing access to 

information about us and are able to communicate privately/secretly all this information. It is how they 

catch terrorists and completely innocent Centrelink clients.  That is now where power resides – 

corporations and big government.  

Julian Assange, although he was all part of this cypher punk stuff, in about 2003 he chose to live a more 

conventional lifestyle over in Carlton. This self taught man, went to the University of Melbourne - and he 

begins the process of establishing Wikileaks.   

Shortly stated he conceives of a reversal of corporate and big government computing power. He notes 

that “in a world where leaking is easy; secret or unjust systems are disproportionately hit (by hackers) 

relative to open and just systems. Since unjust systems, by their nature induce opponents, and in many 

places barely have the upper hand, leaking leaves them exquisitely vulnerable to those who seek to 

replace them with more open forms of governance.” (29)  Then later 

“Principled leaking has changed the course of human history for the better; it can alter the course of 

history in the present; it can lead to a better future…. Public scrutiny of otherwise unaccountable and 

secretive institutions pressures them to act ethically . . . When the risks of embarrassment through 

openness and honesty increase, the tables are turned against conspiracy, corruption, exploitation and 

oppression…” 

I am today not saying Wikileaks is God; and the internet is equivalent to original sin. . . but all the same, 

still just hold that thought.   

The human propensity of acting autonomously  - without any moral rudder or knowledge of “good or 

evil” is enhanced through the internet. It is private and encrypted and can be nasty. While an open and 



transparent world in which our interdependence and interconnectedness is affirmed (and again 

enhanced because of the internet) that is a vision for a just world, for the good, indeed perhaps for an 

understanding of God. Wikileaks is about opening out the secretive world of corporations and big 

government. 

I find it very interesting that in the temptations of Jesus in the wilderness, he is tempted to assume and 

take power, even political power - and the sort of control which today the internet affords leaders and 

governments and large corporations.  Jesus rejects this power to control (though I am sure he could 

wield it for the good). He is more concerned about an integrity between the interior life of a person and 

how we appear to others, to those who live around us. A person cannot live by bread alone.  Our 

sinfulness is when we want, and acquire complete privacy so we can do what we please, and no one 

would ever know. (Think also domestic violence, child sex abuse and its cover-up.) However, as Assange 

surmises, all this secrecy is not healthy – especially within powerful institutions.  It denies that we are at 

the end of the day are not independent, but interdependent.  We cannot individually have the 

knowledge of good and evil. An openness is required to get at that. 

Sin – yes it is an awkward idea for many today– but it is just as relevant as ever it was. We see the 

destructive force clearly of the privacy and autonomy which our technology affords us.  And as we begin 

Lent, we need to also think that Christ, the new Adam is also just as relevant today as we might to move 

from a closed inward looking world and a  world in which oppressive power may dominate us -  to a new 

life – which is open, interconnected and free. . . .  and as we celebrate at Easter  - sine is forgiven and 

new life is offered.  

 

     

     

 

         

 

 


